
LCAP Community Meeting
January 17, 2023

Harvest High, 4:00 pm

1. Introductions

A. Kathy Diederich introduced herself as the principal & program coordinator.
B. We have teachers, principals & staff from WE, CO, RHS, PV, HH, RE

2. 2022-2023 LCAP Goals and Actions

A. 1 page summary
B. Kathy Coleman described each goal and what actions go along with each goal

a. You can find how much money & what funds are tied to each action
b. We are focused on two areas- math & English learners.
c. Link to full document
https://content.myconnectsuite.com/api/documents/f6afc74e71b3403c985
819e1a5409a46.pdf

3. LCAP Survey results - Kathy reviewed the surveys for students, parents, and staff.

4. We are trying to find a music teacher TK- 4

5. LCAP discussion

A. The highschool schedule interferes with elementary sports
a. Student agrees that they are not enjoying the new start time- it pushes

their studies later because they are getting home late after sports
b. Originally students liked it, but now they do not have extra time because

they are not using the time to sleep in
c. They also can’t catch their bus on time because the schedule isn’t working

well
B. RE not having a gym is problematic
C. Lack of facilities & timing is a problem
D. Aeries not being updated by parents

a. Amy prints out contact information for students to correct or take home in
order to say “this is who we call” and parents will cross people off now.
Most haven't been updated since Kindergarten

b. Important at the highschool because of the medical emergencies
c. The contact list is supposed to be updated every year
d. No “consequence” for parents who do not update their contact

information
i. WE had tried fixing this via conferences, but it was a huge

amount of paperwork.
ii. Then secretaries have to update

E. Super helpful to have dedicated collaboration time
a. We started moving it to after work because teachers aren’t wanting to be



out but less people are coming
b. Certain time dedicated to speaking with certain grades
c. Would love time collaborating with other grades to see where their

students are coming from
d. Paras would love scheduled time in their day to meet with their teachers

instead of outside of work hours
e. Would love to meet with grade above & below (once at the beginning &

at the end) site wise, but district wide would work as well
i. Challenging because people will have to move & do it at different

sites if we did it district wide
ii. We would need it all done at one site

f. Would like to see all teachers in each grade meet at the beginning of the
school year to schedule & plan their year ahead of time.

i. Allows them to pace out the years a little better & less surprises!
ii. Meet district wide & then communicate with your site specific

F. Overall- more Spanish & music at all grade levels
a. Teachers already struggle to get everything that they need curriculum

wise. Would love to embrace more cultural diversity/ home languages.
b. WE- students really are learning Spanish (8th grade)
c. Kathy Coleman had conversations about how much it varies from site to

site with how much they are learning

4. Dashboard (21/22 School year)
https://www.caschooldashboard.org/search?search=ripon&location=Ripon&year= 2022

A. A new baseline
a. This year will only show status and not change but next year will have

both
b. Mathematics- we are higher than the state & San Joaquin county, we just

want to be doing better
c. Local Indicators is a report that goes through the board each year
d. 2 schools earned CA Distinguished schools this year (now based on the

dashboard reports)
a. PV
b. RE

5. Places to engage in decision making - All meetings at sites or district wise, we
welcome input

6. TK-12 Orientation online 2/22 and Registration timeline 3/7

7. Upcoming:

a. PAC: February 2, Harvest High 4:00 p.m.

b. DELAC: February 3, 2023


